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Data from the High Resolution Spectrometer at the SLAC storage ring PEP have been used to
study the inclusive production of baryons and mesons. Time-of-flight measurements are used to
identify the charged hadrons. Neutral hadrons are identified from effective-mass peaks associated
with their decay into two charged particles. Cross sections and other inclusive production charac-

+ + —0
teristics are presented for vr —,K —,and K (I4' ) mesons, and for the baryons (antibaryons) p (p) and—0
A (A). The ratio of the inclusive cross section to the point cross section for the K and K mesons

is R (E,E ) =6. 15+0.13+0.25, and for A and A, R ( A, A ) =0.846+0.036+0.085. The neutral-

hadron differential cross sections are compared with the predictions of the Lund string model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The production cross sections for charged and neutral
hadrons in e+e annihilations are important for under-
standing the fragmentation of quarks and gluons into
hadrons. At a center-of-mass energy vs of 29 GeV the
dominant reaction is the one-photon annihilation diagram,
which has a well-understood initial state within the con-
text of quantum electrodynamics. The final-state quark-
antiquark pair, plus any radiated gluons, fragment into
observable charged and neutral hadrons.

In this paper, inclusive production cross sections for
vr

—+, E +—
, K, and K, p and p, and A and A produced in

e+e annihilations are reported. The measured cross sec-

tions for K and K and A and A are compared to the
predictions of the Lund fragmentation model. ' Results
for K (890) and p mesons have already been reported.

These results come from data collected by the High
Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) at the SLAC e+e
storage ring PEP, which was operated at ~s =29 GeV.
The data used correspond to an integrated luminosity of
(185+5) pb '. The HRS is a general-purpose solenoidal
spectrometer. It has been described in detail elsewhere,
but briefly, the HRS has a 15-layer central drift chamber
plus a 2-layer outer drift chamber for charged-particle
tracking, and barrel and end-cap electromagnetic shower
calorimeters, all contained in a 1.62-T magnetic field. As
discussed in Sec. II, a time-of-flight (TOP) system, which
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j.s part of the barrel calorimeter, was used to identify the
charged particles at low momenta (p). As discussed in
Sec. IV, neutral hadrons over the full momentum range
are identified as V decays, using information from the
drift chambers.

II. CHARGED-PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION
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Identification of low-momentum (0.5 &p & 1.9 GeV/c)
c arged particles was achieved by using the time-of-flight
TOF) system, which is an integral part of the electromag-

netic shower counters. In the present analysis, only tracks
entering the barrel region of the shower-counter system
were used. There are 40 barrel modules, 3.05 m long

p aced parallel to the beam axis with their inner faces at a
radius of 1.94 m. This system covers 58% of the total
solid angle. As shown in Fig. 1, each module consists of a

l
-radiation-length (r.l.) lead-scintillator sandwi h f 1-n wic, 0-

(PWC's
owed by a single layer of 14 proportional llwire ce s

's), and finally by an 8-r.l. lead-scintillator
sandwich. The scintillation light from each sandwich was
measured by two Amperex XP2230 phototubes, giving a
total of four phototubes and four possible independent
measurements of TOF per module. The PWC system is
instrumented with current division readout to give a mea-
surement of the z position of a track. The barrel
calorimeter system is described in detail in a separate pub-
lication.

A bootstrap calibration procedure, using a fast electron-
ic pulser, cosmic-ray data, and e+e ~e+e (Bhabha-
scattering) events, kept the TOF system coarsely calibrat-
ed during data taking. Fine-tuning was done after com-
plete track reconstruction, using large samples of e —+

selected from Bhabha-scattering events and of p — from
e+e ~p+p events. The measured TOF resolution (o )

is 180 ps for e+ and e tracks from Bhabha-scattering
tracks, and about 360 ps for 14.5-GeV/c muon (minimum
ionizing) tracks.

For charged-particle identification using TOF, hadronic
events were selected according to the following criteria:
(a) each event must have five or more good charged-
particle tracks; (b) at least one of the tracks must originate
from the interaction region, defined by

~

z
~

&0. 1 m and

~

r
~

&0.02 m, where r is the radial distance from the in-
teraction point in the x-y plane; (c) the scalar sum of the
charged-particle track momenta must be greater than 8.7
GeV/c (30% of v's ); (d) the calorimeter energy must be
greater than 1.45 GeV (5% of t/s ). About 78000 events,
with an average of 10.8 reconstructed charged-particle
tracks per event, satisfied these criteria.

Tracks originating from the interaction region were ex-
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FIG. 1. End view of a barrel calorimeter module.

amined for TOF identification if they could be associated

cles
with a single hit in a barrel module. These charged part-par i-
c es were required to register signals in at least two photo-
tubes when 0.5 (p (0.7 GeV/c or in all four phototubes
when p ~0.7 GeV/c. In addition, an accepted track had
to register a hit in the correct PWC, as determined from
the tracking information. Tracks that hit the edge PWC's
in any module were excluded in order to avoid tracks with
possibly inferior timing information. The TOF analysis
could also be confused by tracks accompanied by photons;
this contamination was reduced by eliminating the cases
where additional PWC hits were registered three or more
cells away from the PWC cluster associated with the
track. Such confusion was further reduc d buce y requiring
consistency between the z positions of the track end as
measured by (a) the PWC's, (b) the TOF system, and (c)
the drift-chamber tracking projection. These cuts lead to
a momentum-dependent weighting factor g &, which is
equal to the ratio of the total number of tracks to the
number of selected tracks. An additional factor g2 is
used to correct for the momentum and angle inefficiency
in the charged-particle track-reconstruction process. The
two weighting factors g& and gz, averaged over the angu-
lar range covered by the barrel modules, are given in
Table I for each momentum interval. The product of g&
and g2 yields the overall correction factor, which ranges
from =22 for the lowest p value to =6.4 for p =1.8
GeV/c. The TOF of each selected track was calculated as

TABLE I. Wei htin f'g g actors for the chosen momentum intervals for char ed article
is the total track co t d d d b h lun ivi e y t e se ected track count' is th

or c arge particles identified by time-of-flight techniques.
e correction for the track-reconstruction efficiency.

1

Momentum range
(GeV/c)

gl
712

'gl 72

0.5—0.7

19.33
1.153

22.28

0.7—0.9

7.25
1.142
8.28

0.9—1.1

5.91
1.139
6.73

1.1—1.3

5.58
1.124
6.27

1.3—1.5

5.72
1.129
6.46

1.5—1.7

5.57
1.120
6.24

1.7—1.9

5.70
1.121
6.38
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FIG. 5. Charged-particle fractions as a function of momen-
tum.
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FIG. 4. Mass-squared spectra determined from time-of-flight
measurements for two momentum intervals. The three solid
curves in each figure correspond to the three Gaussians
representing the m—+, K —+, and p and p, fitted as described in the
text: (a) 0.5(p (0.7 GeV/c. The inset shows an expanded
view of the fit in the p and p m region; (b) 1.3(p (1.5
GeV/c. The dashed curve is the sum of the three individual
Gaussians.

ror estimate of the fit. In particular, the Monte Carlo
simulation verified that the track-selection criteria and the
correction factors used do not bias the particle fraction re-
sults. The same Monte Carlo events are used to estimate
and correct for losses from K +— and rr decays in flight-
and for contamination from directly produced p+—and e+-,

which are indistinguishable from the ~- in the TOF sys-
tem.

For the three lowest-momentum bins, this analysis has
used (19.6+0.4) pb ' of data taken before the installation
of a Cherenkov-counter system. This eliminates the need
to make large corrections for the multiple scattering and
interactions of p and p in the Cherenkov-counter system,
which has a thickness of approximately 0.25 r.l. Without
the Cherenkov-counter system in place, there is less than
0.03 r.l. of material between the interaction point and the
barrel electromagnetic-shower-counter system.

Figure 5 and Table II show the particle fractions as a
function of track momentum. With increasing momen-
tum the ~—fraction decreases, and the K+—and the p and

p fractions increase. The scaling differential cross sec-
tions (s/13)(do/dz) for rr

+—and IC +—

, p and p are displayed
in Fig. 6 and tabulated in Table III as a function of the
fractional energy z =2E/vs. The results are compared
to the measurements of the Time Projection Chamber'
(TPC) at the same energy in Fig. 6. For vr +and K +—the-
agreement is excellent. For p and p the agreement be-
tween the TPC and HRS differential cross sections is
good, except at z =0.1, where two HRS measurements are
approximately 3 standard deviations lower than two TPC
measurements in the same z region. Systematic errors,
which are dominated by uncertainties in the TOF calibra-
tion, are included in the HRS error bars. A correction for
initial-state radiation" has been applied.

TABLE II. Charged-particle fractions. Statistical and systematic errors have been combined.

Momentum range
(GeV/c)

0.5—0.7
0.7—0.9
0.9—1.1

1.1—1.3
1.3—1.5
1.5—1 ~ 7
1.7—1.9

0.932+0.025
0.881 +0.022
0.813+0.031
0.780+0.035
0.749+0.049
0.745+0.059
0.719+0.092

0.048+0.006
0.080+0.008
0.145+0.022
0.150+0.033
0.188+0.047
0.167+0.056
0.197+0.086

p+p
0.020+0.004
0.039+0.005
0.042+ 0.006
0.070+0.009
0.063+0.004
0.088+0.005
0.084+0.006
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TABLE III. Charged-particle invariant cross sections. The units of the invariant cross section (s/p)(do /dz) are pb GeV . Statist-
ical and systematic errors have been combined.

Momentum range
(CxeV/c)

0.5—0.7
0.7—0.9
0.9—1.1

1.1—1.3
1.3—1.5
1.5—1.7
1.7—1.9

0.042
0.056
0.070
0.083
0.097
0.111
0.125

~++m-

(s/P)(du/dz)

39.3k 1.1

26.8+0.7
18.4+0.8
13.5 +0.6
10.5+0.7
8.4+0.7
6.7+0.9

(z)
0.054
0.065
0.077
0.089
0.012
0.115
0.129

@++so-
(s /P)(do /dz)

3.4+0.4
3.4+0.4
4.1%0.6
3.1+0.7
3.0+0.7
2. 1 %0.7
2.0+0.9

(z)
0.077
0.085
0.095
0.105
0.116
0.128
0.140

s+p
( s/P)(dc'/dz)

2.9+0.5
2.8+0.3
1.8+0.3
1.9+0.2
1.3+0. 1

1.4+0. 1

1.0+0. 1

r I
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The neutral strange particles, the K (and I(. ) and the
A (and A), were identified in the present analysis, using
only information from the central and outer drift
chambers. The central drift chamber covers 90% of 4m sr
with 15 layers of wires located between radii of 0.21 and
1.03 m. The outer chamber covers 60%%uo of 4m. with two
layers of drift tubes at a mean radius of 1.89 m. The
average drift-chamber resolution of 200 pm, combined
with the 1.62-T magnetic field, and the small amount of
scattering material between the central drift layers and the
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beam interaction point, account for the exceptionally
clean and narrow signals from the decays of the K and
A, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

To isolate a sample of charged-particle track pairs from
these neutral-hadron decays, conditions were placed upon
both individual charged-particle tracks and upon track
pairs. The individual track conditions were (1) the X per
degree of freedom from the fitting of the track to the drift
chamber hits must be less than 10, (2) the cosine of the
production angle of the track relative to the beams is less
than 0.9 in magnitude, (3) the momentum component in
the x-y plane is greater than 120 MeV/c, (4) the track
passes within 0.4 m of the intersection point in the z
direction, and within 0.3 m in the x-y plane, (5) at least
50% of the drift-chamber layers traversed by the track
were used in the fit, and (6) reconstructed track segments
from looping charged-particle tracks are removed.

The algorithm for finding vees began with a systematic
pairing of all oppositely charged particle tracks. The two
intersection points in the x-y plane were calculated as
candidate secondary vertices and each was subject to the
following criteria: (1) The distance in [he x-y plane from
primary to secondary vertex is greater than 5 mm; (2) the
difference in the z coordinate between the two tracks at
their intersection point is less than 30 mm; (3) the impact
parameter of the neutral particle momentum at the pri-

mary vertex must be less than 5 mm; (4) the tangent of the
angle between the neutral particle's momentum direction
and the line connecting the primary and secondary ver-
tices is less than 0.05; (5) the sum of the distances of
closest approach to the primary vertex of the two tracks
in the x-y plane is greater than 2 mm; (6) the tracks must
have no drift-chamber hits between the primary and
secondary vertices.

The position of the primary vertex was determined by
using Bhabha-scattering events from a given run. Twelve
tracks from six of these Bhabha events were fit to a com-
mon vertex in the x-y plane. The average position of
these hybrid Bhabha events for each run gave an
intersection-point position which varies slowly with
operating conditions of the storage ring. The beam size is
roughly described by a o. of 0.5 mm in x and 0.2 mm in y
for the distribution of vertex positions obtained.

A fit requiring a common 3-dimensional vertex was
done on all pairs of tracks that have at least one x-y inter-
section that satisfies the above criteria and an effective
n+~ (p~ ) mass within 100 MeV/c of the K (A) at
that point.

A. K identification

Differences in the decay kinematics and in the lifetimes
of the K and A require slightly different identification
techniques for the two particles. For the K, the m+m

spectrum shown in Fig. 7(a) was obtained after the secon-
dary vertex fit and with the addition of further vee condi-
tions appropriate to the K . There are 3735 events above
the background in the mass interval from 0.492 to 0.502
GeV/c . This sample was used for the analysis described
in Sec. V of this paper. The additional conditions im-
posed were (1) a minimum momentum of 0.2 GeV/c for
each track is required, (2) each track must pass within 50
mm of the primary vertex in the x-y plane, (3) the re-
quired fraction of possible drift-chamber hits on a track is
raised from 50% to 70%, (4) the impact parameter limit
for the neutral momentum is lowered from 5 to 2 mm, (5)
pairs with invariant mass between 1.110 and 1.120
GeV/c when interpreted as a p~ are excluded, and (6)
the absolute value of the cosine of the Gottfried-Jackson
polar angle must be less than 0.85.

The sr+~ mass distribution of Fig. 7(a) was satisfac-
torily fit by the sum of a linear background and a Breit-
Wigner form with the parameters m(K )=(0.4968
+0.0002) GeV/c and full width 1 (K )=(9.0+0.3)
MeV/c . Figure 7(b) shows the mass distribution for
K 's with fractional energy z in the interval 0.05 (z
&0.15, for which the fit parameters are

m (K ) =(0.4966+0.0002) GeV/c

and

1 (K ) =(6.0+0.3) MeV/c

Here also the small and slowly varying background is fit
with a linear shape.

Several checks were performed on this K sample, ex-
amining, among other things, the distribution in proper
time, the production angular distribution, and the decay
angular distribution of the K . For each distribution, a
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background subtraction was made followed by an accep-
tance correction. The background shape in each case was
obtained using pion pairs from the mass intervals (wings)
0.428 to 0.458 GeV/c and 0.538 to 0.568 GeVjc, while
the K signal was taken from the mass interval 0.492 to
0.502 GeV/c . The acceptance corrections were calculat-
ed from a complete parallel analysis using HRSMC. These
event simulations predict a K signal with a width of
(6.0+0.3) MeV/c for the z interval 0.05& z &0.15, in
agreement with that observed.

The proper-time exponential in the corrected data has a
slope corresponding to the known K lifetime
(cr=0.0267 m). The production angular distribution is
fitted well by the expected (1+cos 8) distribution, and the
cosine of the Gottfried-Jackson polar angle in the rest
frame of the K is flat, as expected for the decay of a
pseudoscalar particle.

B. A selection

Slightly different selection requirements are needed for
the A baryons due to its longer lifetime (cr=0.0773 m)
and the unequal masses of the two particles in its decay.
The additional constraints used for the A's were (1) the
distance from primary to secondary vertex in the x-y
plane is required to be greater than 15 mm, (2) the X of
the constrained fit of the two tracks to the secondary ver-
tex is less than 10.0, (3) the maximum allowed separation
in z of the two tracks at the secondary vertex is reduced to
20 mm, (4) the track interpreted as the pion (the track
with the smaller momentum of the pair) must miss the
primary vertex by at least 2 mm, (5) the impact-parameter
limit for the neutral momentum is lowered to 3 mm,
which still accepts most A's coming from cascade decays,
and (6) all pairs with an invariant mass consistent with
the K (between 0.488 and 0.508 GeV/c ) when interpret-
ed as ~+~ are removed.

A clean separation of A from A can be made using the
charge of the higher-momentum decay particle. Kinemat-
ics dictates that the proton carry most of the momentum
in the laboratory frame for a A with laboratory momen-
tum greater than 300 MeV/c, allowing us to make a
unique p~ (pm+) mass assignment to the two tracks.
The pm and p~+ mass spectra are shown in Fig. 8. A
Breit-Wigner form on a second-order polynomial back-
ground was fit to the peak region. The Breit-Wigner pa-
rameters for these fits are

background subtraction technique different from the one
used for the K 's was needed. For the A analysis, a back-
ground distribution was calculated from normal events
where a simple reversal of the direction of all the negative
tracks was performed. This track mixing removed any
positive-negative track correlations, and hence any true
vee pairs. A completely parallel analysis of Monte Carlo
events, including track mixing, was done to give the ap-
propriate acceptance corrections. The overall acceptance
for the A's is 5.3%, integrated over all momenta and in-
cluding the p m branching fraction of 64.2%. The
corrected proper-time distribution gave a slope which was
in good agreement with the known A lifetime.

V. NEUTRAL-HADRON RESULTS

The scaling differential cross sections (s/13)(dcrjdz) for
the K and K are given in Table IV. These results are
compared with the predictions of the Lund string model'
in Fig. 9(a). The agreement is reasonable. Figures 9(b)
and 9(c) show data from other e+e experiments in the
same energy range' ' together with the same Lund
curve.

In Fig. 10 the scaling cross sections for the charged and
neutral kaons are shown together with the Lund predic-
tion. For z & 0.07 the charged and neutral-scaling cross
sections are in excellent agreement with each other and
with the Lund prediction. For z &0.07 the charged-kaon
scaling cross section is lower than that for neutral kaons
by a factor of =2 at z=0.05 with the Lund prediction
falling in between the two.

After correction for the unobserved z regions, a K and
K inclusive cross section of o(K,K )=667+14+25 pb
is measured. The first error is statistical while the second
is systematic and reflects the uncertainties in the accep-
tance and the measured luminosity. The branching ratio
of K ~m. +m. was taken to be 34.3%. This cross section
corresponds to an R value o(K,K )/cr(p+p .), corrected
for the effects of initial-state radiation, ' of R(K,K )

TABLE IV. K and K invariant cross section. The first er-
ror is statistical. The second error is systematic and reflects the
uncertainties in the acceptance, the correction for initial-state
radiation, and the measured luminosity.

m (A) =(1.1156+0.0001) GeV/c

I (A) =(5.01+0.38) MeV/c

m (A) =(1.1156+0.0001) GeV/c

I (A) =(4.79+0.38) MeV/c

The widths of the peaks agree weH with those from the
HRSMC events. The areas under the Breit-signer curves
correspond to (970+50) A and (890+40) A events, show-
ing equal numbers of the A and its antiparticle. Other fits
using different functional forms for the background shape
were tried and consistent results were obtained.

Because the A mass is near the proton-pion threshold, a

0.0343—0.060
0.06—0. 10
0.10—0. 14
0.14—0. 18
0.18—0.22
0.22—0.26
0.26—0.30
0.30—0.40
0.40—0.50
0.50—0.60
0.60—0.70
0.70—0.80
0.80—1.00

(s/P)(dojdz)[pb(CxeV) ]
8.37 +0.50+0.68
3.97 +0. 13+0.20
1.90 +0.07+0. 10
1.20 +0.05+0.07
0.781+0.050+0.058
0.626+0.044+ 0.055
0.532+0.046+0.056
0.289+0.021+0.026
0.130+0.013+0.018
0.046+0.012+0.010
0.013+0.008+0.005
0.000+0.003+0.001
0.003+0.003+0.002
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FIG. 10. Scaling cross .sections for charged and neutral
kaons. The solid curve is the prediction from the Lund model.

TASSO reports 1.48+0.05 K 's per event, and JADE
measures 1.49+0.22+0. 15 K 's per event, both at 34
GeV the TPC observes 1.22+0.03+0.15 E 's per event at
29 GeV; Mark II reports 1.27+0.03+0.15.

Figure 11 and Table V show the scaling cross section
for A and A as a function of the fractional energy. Com-
parison with other e+e experiments' ' in Fig. 11
shows good agreement.

The radiatively corrected R value for A and A in the
fractional energy interval 0.1&z &0.8 is 0.669+0.029
+0.051. Using the Lund-model predictions to correct for
unmeasured energy regions gives R ( A, A ) =0.846
+0.036+0.085, which corresponds to (N(A, A) )
=0.217+0.009+0.022 per hadronic event.

These R-value measurements for the K and A are
shown in Fig. 12, together with results from other e+e
experiments. ' The curves are drawn to show logarithmic
rises with W =Ms and are normalized to the HRS values
at 29 GeV. The K and E R values from all experi-
ments taken together support a logarithmic rise with 8'.
However, the A data show a steeper increase with 8'.

Fourteen events containing both a A and a A were ob-
served. The estimated background to this signal, obtained

0.3 0.4 0.5
z -- ZE/4s

0.7 0.9

FIG. 9. (a) Comparison Of the HRS scaling cross section for
K and K with the prediction of the Lund string model. Both
statistical and systematic errors are included in the error bars;
(b) scaling cross sections for K and K from HRS and other
e+e experiments in the same energy range at low z; (c) scaling
cross sections for K and K from HRS and other e+e exper-
iments in the same energy range for z & 0. 18.

1.00

0. 10

0.01

=6.15+0.13+0.25. Using the MAC measurement' of
R(hadronic)=3. 90+0.04+0. 12, the number of K and

per hadronic event is

( N(K, K ) ) =R (K,K )/R (hadronic)

= 1.58+0.03+0.08 .

This can be compared with other recent measurements

0.2 0.4 0.6
z = 2E/vs

FIG. 11. Scaling cross sections for A and A as a function of
the fractional energy. Both statistical and systematic errors are
included in the error bars.
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TABLE V. A and A invariant cross section. The first error
is statistical. The second error is systematic and reflects the un-
certainties in the acceptance, the correction for initial-state radi-
ation, and the measured luminosity.

neighboring in rank. The Lund "popcorn" model, with
the default parameter

P(BMB)l[P(BB)+P(BMB)j =0.5,

0.10—0. 15
0.15—0.20
0.20—0.25
0.25—0.30
0.30—0.40
0.40—0.50
0.50—0.60
0.60—0.80

(s/P)(der/dz)[pb(GeV) ]

0.628 +0.051+0.077
0.275 y0. 023+0.037
0.183 +0.017+0.021
0.080 +0.012+0.010
0.049 +0.007+0.008
0.031 +0.006+0.006
0.011 +0.004+0.003
0.0027+0.0012+0.0007

gives reasonable agreement with the data. However, lack
of statistics prevents any meaningful quantitative measure
of this parameter or, in general, of the importance of

from the track-mixed events, is (2.6+1.9) events. An al-
ternative background estimation found no events where a
A (A) in the peak region of the mass plot is paired with a
A (A) in the wings. Background pairings were observed
to arise primarily from tracks which were duplicated in
the track-finding process, giving A and A which were
similar in mass, rapidity, and laboratory angle. The 14
events, with this background estimation, correspond to
(N(AA) ) =(0.051+0.017+0.011) pairs per hadronic
event. This number has bearing on the Lund diquark pa-
rameters, as will be discussed in the following section.
Comparing this number with (N(A, A)) =0.217, we see
that the strangeness and the baryon number of the A are
compensated by something other than a A (or an anti-
baryon which decays to a A) roughly half the time.

In Figs. 13(a)—13(c) the angular separations, rapidity
differences, and transverse-momentum correlations of the
14 (AA) pairs in the laboratory frame are presented.
While the cosO and hy distributions are consistent with
models featuring local baryon-number compensation, the
lack of correlation in transverse momentum favors a pic-
ture where the baryon and antibaryon are not always
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FIG. 12. E-value measurements for inclusive E and A pro-
duction from e+e annihilations vs center-of-mass energy
W=Vs. The curves represent logarithmic rises with W and
are normalized to the HRS values at 29 GeV.
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FIG. 13. (a) Angular separations; (b) rapidity differences; and
(c) transverse-momentum correlations of the 14 AA pairs in the
laboratory frame.
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Parameter

TABLE VI. Lund-model parameters.

TPC HRS Lund

P (qq)/P (q)
P (s)/P (u)
[P(us)/P(ud)]/[P (s)/Pld)]
P( V)/P( V+P)(u, d)
P( V)/P( V +P)(s)
P ( V) /P ( V +P)(c,b)

0.25
0.73
0.32
0.35

+0.016
+0.09
+0.05
+0.03

0.078+0.005
0.34+0.03
0.87+0.06
0.54+0.06
0.66+0.08

0+0.2

0.10
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.75

mechanisms giving a non-neighboring baryon and anti-
baryon. Also, as Ekelin and Fredriksson point out, the
absence of spin forces in a system of spin-zero diquark
and antidiquark can dilute the transverse-momentum
correlations even if baryon and antibaryon are always
neighboring. Finally, we also note that nine pairs of the
type AA or AA, were observed with an estimated back-
ground of (7.8+3.0) pairs.

VI. COMPARISON OF THE NEUTRAL-HADRON
RESULTS WITH THE LUND MODEL

In contrast with the charged-hadron differential cross
sections presented in this paper, the K and K and A
and A differential cross sections are measured over a large
momentum range. It is of particular interest to compare
these latter distributions with the predictions of existing
Monte Carlo models such as the Lund string model. In
this context we discuss the Lund-model parameters given
in Table VI which shows the default parameter values of
Lund version 5.3, the values obtained by the TPC Colla-
boration, " and the values that best reproduce the cross
sections measured by the HRS.

These Lund parameters dictate the relative probabilities
for the sea production of strange quarks (s) versus light
quarks (u and d) and diquarks (qq) versus quarks (q),
and for forming vector ( V) versus pseudoscalar ( P)
mesons. Our values for P(s)/P(u), P( V)/P( V+P)(u, d),
P(V)/P( V+P)(s), and P( V)/P(V+P)(c, b) come from
the analysis of K' and p and D cross sections, ' while
the [P(us)/P(ud)]/[P(s)/P(d)] value is derived from
the A and A cross sections presented in this paper. We
have used the TPC value for P(qq)/P(q) as determined
from their proton cross section.

To reproduce the z distribution of the A well requires a
change to the branching ratios for charmed baryons de-
caying to A in Lund version 5 ~ 3. Using the default
method of the Monte Carlo program, the inclusive
branching ratio for A, ~AX is 50%, and some 20%%uo of all
A baryons come from this source. Using instead the best
experimental measurement of this branching ratio (Ref.
27) B( A~ A)X=23+10% the X of the fit to the z dis-
tribution improves dramatically, and the fitted value
of [P(us)/P(ud)]/[P(s)/P(d)] changes considerably.
Without adjusting the charmed-baryon decays, we obtain

[P(us)/P(ud)]/[P(s)/P(d)] =0.23+0.05,
whereas with the adjustment the fitted value is

[P(us)/P(ud)]/[P(s)/P(d)] =0.87+0.06 .

The correlations between the value of [P(us)/
P(ud)]/[P(s)/P(d)] and other Lund-model parameters,
and with the charmed-baryon branching ratios, were not
taken into account in calculating the quoted errors.
Varying the charmed-baryon branching ratio by +10%%uo

about the value 23%%uo does not change the result. We also
note that the Lund prediction for (N(AA) ) is relatively
insensitive to B( A~ AX), and we can use our measured
value to independently determine [P ( us) /P ( ud ) ]/
[P(s)/P(d)]. The value so obtained is 0.87+0.50, in
agreement with our value from the fit to the inclusive A z
distribution.

The z distribution of the K 's is less sensitive to varia-
tions among the Lund parameters and is well reproduced
by any of three sets of parameters in Table VI. Similarly,
the charged-hadron cross sections, in their limited
momentum range, can be easily fitted. The agreement of
the K +—and K cross sections in the region of overlap al-
lows the Lund model to reproduce both production rates
with its one strangeness suppression parameter. It is also
significant that the fragmentation function used in the
Lund model succeeds in describing the scaling cross sec-
tions of each of the particles presented here.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The inclusive production cross sections have been mea-
sured for n—+, K —,p, and p, K and K, and A and A in
e+e annihilations at Vs =29 CxeV. A time-of-flight
system was used to identify the charged particles in the
momentum interval 0.5 & p & 1.9 GeV/c. The neutral
hadrons were identified as V decays, using information
from a drift-chamber system, over the full momentum
range. In general, the scaling differential cross sections
(s/P)(do/dz) are in good agreement with those of other
e+e annihilation experiments. The Lund string model
reproduces the cross sections for the charged hadrons and
the K and K quite well, but an adjustment of some of
the Lund-model parameters away from the default values
and those obtained by TPC is required to fit the A and A
cross sections over the full momentum range.

The data we have presented in this paper, and the abili-
ty of a model such as the Lund to fit the data, provide
some insight into the process of quark fragmentation into
hadrons. These observations and these models provide a
basis for further and more detailed attempts to understand
this complex process, and to seek its roots in the theory of
the strong interactions.
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